Android Projects

I. ANDROID based CRYPTOGRAPHY


II. ANDROID based DATA MINING

4. Event based application of voting system for mobile device (IEEE 2015).

III. ANDROID based SURVEILLANCE

2. Suspicious movement detection and tracking based on color histogram (IEEE 2015).
IV. ANDROID based CLOUD COMPUTING

1. Optimizing the location deployment of dynamic mobile base stations (IEEE 2015).
2. Transparent acceleration of program execution using reconfigurable hardware (IEEE 2015).

V. ANDROID based WEB MINING

1. Automatic Reuse of User Inputs to Services among End-users in Service Composition (IEEE 2015).

VI. ANDROID based WEB SERVICES


VII. ANDROID based IMAGE PROCESSING
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VIII. ANDROID based VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY


IX. ANDROID based REAL TIME APPLICATION SYSTEMS

2. Conceptual design of smart phone-based public reporting system for unordinary events occurring in streams (IEEE 2015).
5. Students’ performance evaluation in online education system Vs traditional education system (IEEE 2015).
6. Launch vehicle tracking enhancement through Global Positioning system Metric
9. Emergency satellite communications: research and standardization activities
10. A satellite based localization service using a 3G mobile phone as an emergency terminal
X. **ANDROID based EMBEDDED SYSTEM**

1. Automated Health Alerts Using In-Home Sensor Data for Embedded Health Assessment *(IEEE 2015).*
2. Model-Based mean Arterial pressure estimation using simultaneous Electrocardiogram and oscillo metric Blood Pressure measurements *(IEEE 2015).*
3. On the Potential of Bluetooth Low Energy Technology for Vehicular Applications *(IEEE 2015).*
6. Snap n’ shop: Visual search-based mobile shopping made a breeze by machine and crowd intelligence *(IEEE 2015).*
7. Occupancy Detection via ibeacon on Android Devices for smart Building management *(IEEE 2015).*
8. Personal Lung Function Monitoring Devices for Asthma Patients *(IEEE 2015).*